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patents. I have a little question. I am on a laptop. When I plug in my mouse on USB 3.0 it is super fast, but when I plug it into my USB 2.0 port it is slow. In windows the same mouse is fast. Do you have any ideas? i dont use the term "application" very often.. :) usr13: sorry, I tried looking for something that would show it, but I'm not seeing anything Merkur: USB 3.0 is faster than 2.0 usr13: i'll post the process on forums usr13: it's the error I get when booting the live
CD after installing it usr13: it says nvidia-uvm failure usr13: i'll put the error in a pastebin in a moment Allegiance: Do you have a small configuration screen on that machine? It might be a question about what you want to change. For instance, you may want to un-set/un-install server-side monitors, etc.... Allegiance: Ok, good idea. usr13: nope, I just get straight to the login screen usr13: the configuration screen is only a few seconds long, I'm assuming it's blacklisted
because of nvidia uvm thing Allegiance: Ctrl-Alt-F1 and login there and run: sudo service lightdm stop (Might have to hit Ctrl-Alt-F2 to get back to the GUI). usr13: let me try that and let you know Allegiance: You may need to hit Ctrl-Alt-F1 to get back to the GUI. But do not login to GUI usr13: the GUI does not appear usr13: it just goes to black screen usr13: oh, OK. So I don't have to login to GUI Allegiance: What happens if you do

February 1, 2012 - although the plugin is often installed with JCreator. it's a JDK (Java Development Kit). Please learn how to use it. Password: www.dytoshare.us Download... If you want to use these applications on a server, you will need the JDatabaseConnector program. To date, its latest version is 1.7.4. This program, running as a daemon, is responsible for connecting to the database and performing the necessary operations. The JDatabaseConnector program is
not a complete database program. Rather, it serves to connect to, open, and close the database. fffad4f19a
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